Ordinary Materialistic Science is based on Fundamental Bias
& Falsehoods.
The 8 MAJOR POINTS of that Bias & Falsehoods are:
NUMBER 1 – Ordinary Materialistic Science is Based on a Biased & False
Epistemology
Ordinary Materialistic Science – with Physics as its basis – has been applying an Epistemology (=
the Methodology how they come to their so-called “science”) that is completely biased and false.
The reason why it is biased & false is because it is 100% based on the Epistemology of Immanuel
Kant, which has Two Fundamentally Biased and Unproven Presuppositions:
The First Biased & False Presupposition is “that we need other means of gaining knowledge
besides Experience”.
The Second Biased & False Presupposition is “that all knowledge gained through Experience is
ONLY approximately valid”.
Kant does NOT prove either statement, but simply assumes it as Philosophical Dogma and
only inquires under what conditions they are valid. But before having investigated anything
including experience, so prior to any knowledge and without providing any proof, you cannot
simply exclude and limit Experience in any way! You need to investigate it first!
These Two Biased & False Presuppositions also show a fear and distrust of human Observations.
Through embracing all of this has Ordinary Materialistic Science come up with its scientific
Research Set-up of “Falsification” (see No. 3) instead of a more logic approach of “Verification”.

NUMBER 2 – It Assumes that the Usage of Only the Intellect is Thé Way to obtain
Truthful Knowledge, while the Intellect is actually Only an Instrument of
Discernment (get Data & make a First Analysis, Not to draw Definitive Final
Conclusions). This Assumption & Usage Results in adhering to Merely a
Materialist Worldview
The next Fundamental Falsehood – that is based on the Two Biased & False Presuppositions of
Number 1 – is that Ordinary Materialistic Science only uses intellectual thinking. Scientists have
thus locked themselves into using their Ego (a spiritual force – which is our “director”, the one who
is in charge & makes decisions) in a “Tag-Team Combination with Only the Intellect”.
But, the Intellect is actually a Tool of Observation and Discernment, a master at analyzing,
identifying, siphoning off, singling out and isolating up to the smallest distinct element to
investigate and decipher it, and Measure, Count and Weigh it – viz. to Quantify phenomena. As such
it generates descriptions of what occurs with phenomena, it maps out information in Concepts:
Facts & Data, resulting in Representations, Rationales & Analysis.

So, definitely is the Intellect the best suited tool to grasp the us surrounding physical phenomena in
the Physical World. Therefore we need to master the skills of the Intellect to find our way and
bring Pragmatic Order in our lives and the Physical World. If we don’t, chaos will be the result.
However, the properties of the Intellect show it can Only provide us with a First Assessment &
Analysis of Phenomena and Not with Definitive Final Conclusions, so Nor with Truthful Knowledge.
But by assuming that Intellectual thinking is Thé Only Way how thinking can be done and that it is
the ultimate and Only tool that will provide us with Truthful Knowledge our thinking is boxed into a
Labyrinth that consists of Only the Physical World.
And so it is deceived by the Intellect and assumes it is justified to focus its thinking Only on what it
“sees” or perceives with the 5 senses, and then only have a Merely Materialistic Worldview.

NUMBER 3 – The Biased & False Research Set-up of Only Quantification and
Falsification enables Random Assumptions, Doctoring & Manipulation
Equipped with the Fundamentals of a Biased and False Epistemology, a Tag-Team of Only the Ego &
the Intellect and the presumed Sheer Materialistic Worldview Ordinary Materialistic Science has
produced a Biased and False Scientific Research Set-up of Quantification & Falsification:
1. The Researcher takes a detached position from the Phenomenon in order to obtain an
“objectivity” and a minimized connection with the phenomenon (so it is a “false and
presupposed objectivity” based on nr. 1 that says experience is excluded),
2. Then the Researcher uses his Intellect to formulate his/her Own (rationalized) Hypothesis
as well as the “Boundaries of Possibility” for the Phenomenon to occur in,
3. An experimental design (laboratories etc.) is created to run more tests whereby it takes the
Phenomenon Out of its Context, Reason and Logic and so it can Only show partialities. And
because its methodology Only pursues to explain (with the intellect) the Phenomenon out of
the Physical and the 5 senses the actual Meaning of the Phenomenon is Lost,
4. Then All the gathered Data that Occur are Squeezed into Quantifications,
5. Those Quantifications are subjected to the Statistical Test of Science to show if they do
indeed fall within that Hypothesis in order to check if they would Comply with the presumed
and required “Objective Scientific Standard”,
6. As long as the Hypothesis is Not Falsified (is “Not Not-True”) by anybody or by anything that
Hypothesis is simply considered to be true and “earns” the “Label of Science”.
And in case any social and psychological phenomena occur in the form of “qualities” those
discrepancies are bridged by simply forcing and squeezing them into that same “number ratio
approach” of science –i.e. Quantified– so they can comply with its “scientific objectivity”.
So a Researcher can draw up Any Kind of Hypotheses [including (future) Projections] and
“Boundaries of Possibility”. On top of that the Researcher can “adjust” those as much as he/she
wants to. This invites and enables Random Assumptions, Doctoring and Manipulation.

NUMBER 4 – It Assumes that those supposedly “proven” (the not-falsified)
Hypothesis can simply All be Projected onto Reality, generating more of the
Merely Materialistic Paradigm of Life, Reality & Humanity
The applied Biased and False Epistemology and Research Set-up, the Ego & Intellect Only TagTeam, the Materialistic Worldview and the Rationalized Hypothesis are therefore automatically
based on a total limitation in their Scope to Only the Physical World, and so it’s rather Superficial.
The Self-Imposed Biased Exclusion of Kant (nr. 1) results in that thinking is surrendered to working
with the materialistic, rational and abstracted concepts of Only the Intellect. Thus, has it generated
concepts, rationales and theories by the trillions, but the World remains foreign in the eyes of
Ordinary Materialistic Science and does not really makes any sense to them. Life to Ordinary
Materialistic Science all seems kind of random, coincidental and pointless.
And so by this limited scope of the Physical World Only a Worldview is abstracted that is also only
related to the Contemporary Behavior of Matter and the therein working forces. Thus, partially
observed physical phenomena are projected on other realms of reality, like that of the speed of light
when it falls within matter, which is then projected on Space in the Universe.
The Fundamentals of Ordinary Materialistic Science therefore also likewise omit –and thus cannot
arrive at– any logic, sensible, consistent, thus nor any truthful, Perspective of Time.
Its Projections1 can be summarized as follows:
1. The total amount of matter and energy is always the same. The exception is that of the Big
Bang, when all the matter and energy of the universe suddenly appeared (however there are
2 contradicting versions – the slow expanding one and the sudden blast).
2. The laws of nature are eternally fixed. They are the same today as they were at the
beginning, and they will stay the same forever. The ways the laws work on Earth are
assumed to be the same everywhere throughout the universe, like the speed of sound and
light. Time has always been taking place as it is doing now.
3. Nature is purposeless, it’s all just a coincidence, and evolution has no goal or direction, and
so nor does our life have any real purpose. You only live once anyway, no Life after death.
4. All matter is unconscious. It has no inner life or subjectivity or point of view. So human
consciousness is an illusion produced by the material activities of brains.
5. Everything is essentially mechanical. People are machines, “lumbering robots”(according to
Richard Dawkins) with brains that are like genetically programmed computers. Dogs are
complex mechanisms, rather than living organisms with goals of their own.
6. Minds are inside heads and are nothing but the activities of brains. When you look at a tree,
the image of the tree you are seeing is not “out there,” like it seems, but inside your brain.
7. All biological inheritance is material, carried in the genetic material, DNA, and in other
material structures, thus behavior is determined by it. Change can be generated by the
manipulation of Genes and DNA, by “mind control programs”, or merger with AI.
8. Memories are stored as material traces in brains and are wiped out at death.
9. Unexplained phenomena like telepathy, paranormal are illusory.
10. Mechanistic allopathic medicine is the only kind that really works.

1

Freely outlined from the summary of Rupert Sheldrake.

NUMBER 5 – It Ignores & Denies Qualities, including of our Soul, Spirit and the
Spiritual World
What is outlined in Numbers 1-4 shows it ignores, denies and omits Qualities. So it also Completely
Ignores & Denies the Existence and Nature of our Soul, our Spirit and of the Spiritual World.
This also generates a Complete Lack of a clear and objective connection of the Soul and Spirit of the
“scientific researcher” with the phenomena it is investigating because a real and actual experience
of the researcher is Not Allowed, Nor Deemed “scientifically” Relevant. And so such a “scientific
researcher” is Not Able At All to exert and apply his/her own sense of and feeling for truth, sense of
morality, or intuition, regarding the researched phenomena.
Obviously the Ignoring and Denial is caused by its Merely Materialistic Worldview, its Biased
Methodology and the Usage of the Intellect, alleged because they cannot “see” the Soul and the
Spirit. Why then do they accept that we “Think”, While that is Not Visible either? So why not accept
and attribute the same degree of reality to our feelings, our Soul and our Spirit (i.e. to Experience!)?
Therefore Ordinary Materialistic Science is Superficial, Inconsistent, Random and Lacks the Full &
Coherent Objective Integration of Quantities ànd Qualities on a Physical, Soul and Spiritual level.

NUMBER 6 – It has Not provided Any Answers regarding the Mysteries &
Meaning of Life
As outlined in the previous Numbers 1-5 Ordinary Materialistic Science unjustifiably simply
presupposes that it can Ignore and Deny the Existence and Nature of the Human Soul and Spirit and
that of the Spiritual World. Nevertheless it still has Not produced Any Definite Unambiguously
Crystal-Clear, Fully Coherent and Truthful answer NOR any Explanation or Ideas regarding the Five
most fundamental questions of Life (and doesn’t address it actually hasn’t done so at all):
1. HOW did Life come about ? (There are 2 contradicting big bang-theories, and they cannot
tell who or what started that bang ! Just some random coincidence, right?)
2. WHERE do WE come from and HOW did WE come about ? (They say we come from the
monkeys, but why are there no more monkeys becoming human then?)
3. WHY are WE here and WHAT is the Meaning of Life?
4. WHAT brings forth our Consciousness and HOW does it operate ?, and
5. HOW does our Soul, our Spirit, Spirituality and Religion fit into Human’s Existence ?

NUMBER 7 – Its Biased and False Approach Results in a Limited, Distorted &
Untrue Worldview, Totally Lacking Logic and Reason – So Merely a SelfSustaining “Belief” System
So the Biased and False Epistemology and Research Set-up of Ordinary Materialistic Science, its
fundamentals and all its rationalized results of intellectual data-collection it so eagerly labels as
“science”, while ignoring and denying the Qualities of human experience, of our Soul and Spirit and
advocating to Humanity its Paradigm and Merely Materialistic Worldview Can Only but lead to a
limited, distorted, abstract and Untrue Worldview, View of Life, of Reality and of Humanity.

Thus Ordinary Materialistic Science Cannot be “Logic”, “Full Fledge”, “Coherent”, “Truthful” and it
“Totally Lacks Reason”. It’s just some form of Cognition, but by far Not Knowledge! So, it is actually
nothing but a Mere Self-Sustaining Belief System, a House of Cards, a Pseudo-Science to some
degree, a superficial conviction, a random rationalized biased & baseless Materialistic Worldview
dictated to humanity as the “truth”.

NUMBER 8 – Its Developed Policies, Prognostications, Projections and
Technologies Lack Fully Integrated and Coherent Moral, Soul and Spiritual
Assessments & Verifications
Shown by the Bias & Falsehoods outlined in Numbers 1-7 there is Only a focus and pursuit within
the Ordinary Materialistic Science, in political organizations and businesses (who fully endorse it)
to develop therewith corresponding Theoretical Principles, Theoretical Future Prognostications &
Projections and Pragmatic Applications: the Political Policies and Technologies (such as AI).
While these developed Policies and Technologies also Lack the Full and Coherent Assessment of
Quantities ànd Qualities on a Physical, Soul and Spiritual level it is UNKNOWN if a Policy or
Technology will actually be benevolent, responsible, healthy, and will do Any Good at All for
Humanity.
Rather, the malicious consequences are visible all over the World in the Policies and Technologies
that are applied for all kinds of bad things such as weapons, murder, totalitarian demagogies, usury,
fake news and mass-manipulation, incl. all kinds of not properly researched side-affects.

Conclusions
These 8 POINTS Show it does Not Make Any Sense At All to assume that Ordinary Materialistic
Science and all that it produces in the form of its Hypothesized Cognition, Data, Projections to
Prognosticate Future Events, Policies or Technologies, would Result in Any Unambiguously
Clarifying Truthful Statements or Conclusions about the World, Nature, Humanity, our Soul, our
Spirit, Spirituality, Spiritual phenomena and Religion. Nor about the reminiscents located throughout the World that appear to be of a religious or spiritual nature, or (future) World Events.
So it is a UTTER DECEPTION and actually an INSANITY for People, Organizations, Businesses,
Governments, Nations and Global Organizations to completely shape their Worldview, their
thinking, their Lives, their Policies, their Technologies, to be Only and Fully in sync in a blindtrusting, dogmatic and “religious” manner with all that Ordinary Materialistic Science dictates us
regarding Life and especially Climate Change.
So we need to Re-Define & Expand our Worldview to provide us with a Sound Wholistic
World-View & Truthful Knowledge enabling us to generate Sound Policies & Measures.

